This revision of the Web Tables report, *Trends in Student Financing of Undergraduate Education: Selected Years, 1995–96 to 2011–12*, corrects estimates and standard errors in several tables. In the original tables, some 2007–08 estimates were computed using original weights, and this revision updates those estimates to use reweighted data throughout. Other revisions ensure that estimates are based on comparable variables across NPSAS administrations. A list of the tables in which estimates were corrected follows.

1. All tables and figures 1, 3.1, and 3.2: The 2008 income rows were updated to reflect a change in the variables used from DEPINC/INDEPINC to PCTDEP/PCTINDEP.

2. Table 2-1C: The 2008 total aid cells were updated to reflect a change in the variable used from TOTAID4 to TOTAID.

3. Table 2-1D: The 2012 data were updated to reflect a change in the independent student variable from INDEPINC to PCTINDEP.

4. Table S3.4: The 2012 standard errors for percentages in the table were updated.